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Abstract: The purpose of this article is to examine the theoretical and methodological
basis of (1) cognitive-communicative (linguo-didactics), (2) cognitive-communicative (linguistics) and (3) cognitive-discursive frameworks within the current Ukrainian research
area to determine their paradigmatic status and to explore the prospects of methodological symbiosis of the most common disciplines in today’s Ukrainian linguistics – linguopragmatics and linguo-conceptology. It is clear that the analysis of two basic categories
of the cognitive-communicative linguistic paradigm – concept and discourse – in light of
their methodological tandem enables us to study them from two perspectives – (1) discourse analysis through diﬀerent concepts and (2) a study of concept through diﬀerent
discourses. These two research means are of primary importance for both Ukrainian and
foreign linguists.
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1.

Introduction

In the late 20th and early 21st centuries in the post-colonial (post-Soviet) linguistic
space, the emergence of scientific papers focused on the national language through
the study of its native speakers’ mental and speech activities, which is inseparably linked to national identity, culture and education, gave a great impetus to
the establishment of a bunch of new promising linguistic disciplines (e.g. M z n
2012 and 2015). The reason for this was the fact that in the late 20th century
linguistics concentrated on a study of human mind’s infrastructure, regarded as
an information system. This way linguistics adopted a new image firmly rooted
in its cognitive orientation because the focus on cognitive research facilitated the
understanding that the analysis of speech should not be limited to the study of an
ideal language system that exists independently. That is why such studies involve
data from several sciences.
The multidisciplinary characteristic of the new disciplines, the most urgent of
which, at least in the post-colonial linguistic space, is certainly linguistics and cognitive linguistics, ensures that philology as a whole is expanding its methodological
tools, being enriched with new knowledge, accumulating new ideas, procedures, and
techniques of the analysis. As a consequence, the study of such models of knowledge representation as a picture of the world, a scenario, a frame, a stereotype, a
concept and a cognitive (concept) metaphor has become urgent (e.g. Korostenski
2014). The most common and yet most criticized among these mental constructs is
a concept described as the basic unit (category) of studies in cognitive linguistics
(linguo-cognitology), linguo-conceptology and linguo-culturology, the fundamental
idea of which is rethinking the structure and semantics of language units in the
dimensions of ethno-, socio- and (sub)cultural categories.
The methodological basis for the disciplines, linguo-conceptology in particular,
still remains, as well as it used to be before, the triad “form – meaning – function”
but now this triad needs to be interpreted in a multidisciplinary perspective. This
means that every facet of linguo-conceptology is “exposed” to this triad. It finds
its own and original way of “bridging” a form and linguo-semiotics, a content and
linguistics, a function and linguo-pragmatics (linguo-discoursology) (Prihodьko
2013, 7–8).
The later one, i.e. the spread of ideas of linguo-pragmatics and cognitive linguistics (linguo-conceptology) as well as interrelation of their methodologies at the
turn of the 20th and 21st century, made Ukrainian researchers study the interaction between human cognitive mechanisms and their speech habits that contributed
to the emergence of new scientific fields both in linguo-didactics and linguistics:
1) cognitive-communicative (linguo-didactics); 2) cognitive-communicative (linguistics); 3) cognitive-discursive. Thus, the purpose of this article is to provide the
theoretical and methodological basis for these areas and to determine the perspectives of the most relevant methodological symbiosis, and, consequently, the
most common disciplines in modern Ukrainian linguistics – linguo-pragmatics and
linguo-conceptology.
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Cognitive-communicative trend in linguistic

As is well known, language is a tool for both communication and knowledge. This
postulate corresponds to the general understanding of the essence of human communicative competence defined as an assemblage of the knowledge we have about
a certain language along with our speech abilities and skills. Currently, foreign
language teaching methodology considers the following important processes to be
equal:
1. developing pupils’/students’ adequate understanding of the lingual phenomenon they are taught;
2. skills development so that they could use this phenomenon in real communication.
Therefore, an essential condition for the effective foreign language teaching is
its communicative and cognitive nature. It is the idea that allows researchers
of modern linguo-didactics in Ukraine to claim that the cognitive approach to
teaching is able to make communicative methodology more dynamic by giving
rise to new ideas of teaching methodology. This, in turn, enables these scholars to state that in Ukrainian linguo-didactic area the dominant approach is
communicative-cognitive or cognitive-communicative (e.g. Barabanova 2007; Zontova 2005; Kovrigo 2010). Some researchers even emphasize the existence of relevant scientific paradigm. This makes the idea of the fullest adoption of human
cognitive mechanisms to the intensification of foreign language teaching to be especially pretentious.
However, I believe that it is too soon to talk about the existence or dominance
of cognitive-communicative paradigm in Ukrainian linguo-didactics in view of the
fact that so far there is no universally accepted name of this paradigm - whether it
is a communicative-cognitive or cognitive-communicative paradigm. This differentiation is of great importance because it sets the priority of scientific research: if we
choose the first name, the primary and crucial consequently for foreign language
teaching methodology is a communicative aspect, if we choose the second, it is
cognitive then.
Such an uncertainty appears to be related to the processes of adaptation of this
borrowed linguo-didactic idea in Ukrainian scientific community. It is no secret that
in the times of the Soviet Union, Ukrainian science had numerous leading positions but in many scientific areas it remained “in the shadow”, namely its role was
marginal and peripheral because research centers (schools) were outside Ukraine.
That is why Ukrainian scientists had nothing to do with the exception of adapting
and verifying the proposed new scientific ideas to Ukrainian scientific community.
This is what once happened, for instance, to cognitive linguistics, cognitive pragmatics, frame semantics, and prototype theory. This is also true about so-called
cognitive-communicative paradigm in Ukrainian linguo-didactics because the approach where the basic teaching principle was the principle of maximum use of
mechanisms of consciousness in the process of gaining foreign language skills and
abilities, first emerged in the USA and Canada and was called CALLA (Cognitive
Academic Language Learning Approach) (e.g. Chamot and O’Malley 1987). Later
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this approach “immigrated” to Russia, where it was transformed to some extent
and split into several branches – cognitive-intellectual, cognitive-component and
cognitive-communicative areas (e.g. Xatilov 2010) and Hruleva 2010) 1992;
supova 2010) 2010). However, the branches can be referred to as certain areas
rather tentatively because in fact we are talking about different terms which denote
the same linguo-didactic idea.
This terminological uncertainty caused “duality” in the Ukrainian linguodidactics where the terms communicative-cognitive and cognitive-communicative
are used interchangeably. This often confuses those researchers who want to know
all about the essence and principles of linguo-didactic and cognitive-communicative
approach. The later one’s methodological principles are difficult to define since its
communicative element has been explored theoretically in detail and its principles are widely used in practice, whereas the term “cognitive” is being adopted
by the area of foreign language teaching in Ukraine. This communicative oriented
teaching process is built similarly to the real process of speech communication.
Grammar as well as reading and listening skills are obtained through the use of
these types of speech activity under conditions that simulate real communication
situations. Therefore, the most important characteristic of the communicative approach to language learning is the use of authentic materials, namely those that
native speakers really use.
As concerns the use of cognitive aspect for intensifying the communicative
oriented learning, this linguo-didactic symbiosis involves students’ obtaining both
cultural and regional information, and linguistic material that allows them to more
fully realize the educative potential of the learning process. Here, the problem of
foreign language teaching is defined not as language skills learning only, but as a
transmission of knowledge about the world because the cognitive aspect in foreign
language learning is largely based on the fact that by mastering a foreign language
a pupil/student simultaneously acquires the people’s image of the world, i.e. this
or that vision of the world through the prism of national culture with language
as one of its components. Hence, the main task of foreign language learning is to
teach “foreign cultural” orientation in the objective world.
In addition, the social constructivist theory serves as a methodological basis
for cognitive-communicative approach to foreign language teaching (e.g. Raskin
2006), according to which a pupil/student is an active participant in the learning
process but not a subject of a teacher’s training activities. Accordingly, the effectiveness of cognitive-communicative language teaching methodology is provided by
a set of exercises which take into account pupils’/students’ individual and personal
characteristics, cognitive styles and strategies. This technique can reduce the time
that a pupil/student spends gaining large amounts of professionally oriented foreign language information. It also helps to improve the speed and quality of its
actualization for further use based on foreign language students’ optimal speech
and mental activity.
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Cognitive-communicative paradigm in linguistics

In the late 20th century with the rise of cognitive linguistics and linguo-pragmatics
as separate scientific fields, at the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries, linguistic
thought focused on the study of cognitive and communicative aspects of human
activity. In western European research space the priority is given to the study
of pragmatics and mental processes based on the search of principles and mechanisms of decoding meanings as an output of speaker’s intentions (Sperber and
Wilson 2002), which even caused the emergence of a new research field – cognitive
pragmatics (Carston 2002). It is noteworthy that mutual integration of cognitive
and communicative research areas results in an expansion of both cognitive studies
in the sphere of communication analysis and pragmalinguistic studies in cognitive
science.
It is the focus on the synthesis of human cognitive and communicative mechanisms, speech and mental activities that formed the base for an integrated
cognitive-communicative paradigm in linguistics in the post-Soviet space at the
beginning of 21st century (e.g. Xevqenko 2004). The latter’s linguo-philosophical
grounds recognize language as a universal form to conceptualize reality and to rationalize experiences. They methodologically enable speech activity analysis in the
frame-work of internal mental (cognitive) processes.

4. Cognitive-communicative vs. cognitive-discursive paradigm:
correspondence of linguo-philosophical and linguo-methodological foundation to paradigmatic status
Further extrapolation of this idea on the notion of “discourse” rather than on the
notion of “communication” allowed linguists, mostly Russian, to declare the formation of cognitive-discourse paradigm in philology (e.g. Kubrkova 1995). This
was also contributed by, on the one hand, the rapid development of such branches
of cognitive linguistics as linguo-conceptology, frame semantics, prototype semantics, cognitive poetics and linguo-culturology, and, on the other hand, discoursology
(linguo-discoursology, cognitive linguo-discoursology, political linguo-discoursology
et al.), which has been seen in post-Soviet linguistic space in recent decades. This
led to the logical transformation of cognitive-communicative paradigm of linguistics
into cognitive-discursive one which some Ukrainian linguists consider to be eastern
European version of cognitivisms (e.g. Morozova 2005). However, I believe that
the transformation was not successful so the terms cognitive-communicative and
cognitive-discursive are mostly used interchangeably. The notion of “discourse”
is interpreted as a cognitive-communicative phenomenon (e.g. Xevqenko 2015)
which calls into question the necessity of identifying a new research paradigm.
As for the deeper disclosure of the reasons that compel scientists to doubt
the paradigmatic status of cognitive-discursive trend in modern linguistics, here
we should indicate the fact that methodologically incorrect to some extent is the
combination of the notions of “cognitive” and “discursive” to name the declared
paradigm. Obviously, this is due to the fact that the definition of “discourse” is
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still “blur”. However, no matter how different the opinions on the “discourse” are,
scientists unanimously state that the result of discourse as a process is text:
1. discourse is a type of communicative activity, interactive phenomenon, a
flow of speech that has different forms of manifestation (oral, written, paralingual), takes place in a specific channel of communication, is regulated by
participants’ strategies and tactics. It is a synthesis of cognitive, linguistic
and extra-linguistic factors (social, mental, psychological, etc.) determined
by the specific range of “life forms” which depend on the subject of communication (Baceviq 2004, 138);
2. a complex sociolinguistic phenomenon of modern communication environment which is, firstly, determined (directly or indirectly) by its sociocultural, political, pragmatic and situational, psychological and other (cardinal or minor) factors. Secondly, it has “visible” – lingual (called connected
text or its semantically meaningful or syntactically complete fragment) and
“invisible” – extralingual structure (knowledge about the world, thoughts,
intentions, addressee’s purposes which one needs to understand the text).
Finally, it is characterized by a common worldview which is “created” when
a reproducer (author) deploys discourse and its recipient (listener, reader,
etc.) interprets it (Seraжim 2002, 13);
3. discourse is a set of thematically joint texts, each of which is perceived
and identified as a linguistic correlate of a certain socio-cultural practice
(Qernvska 2011, 93);
4. discourse is a text immersed in the situation of communication, i.e. communication which is mediated by the text (Karasik 2007, 350).
Thus, the abstraction “discourse” is materialized exclusively by means of real existing texts because “any discourse generates a text” (Manaenko 2008, 9). Accordingly, discourse is both a process (communication) and the result of this process
(text). This means that methodologically the notions of “cognitive” and “discourse”
can only be combined within the first hypostasis of discourse – communication. The
result of this combination is epistemological or even somewhat heuristic tandem,
where cognition “intertwined” in discourse and discourse in cognition. The purpose
of this tandem is to study discourse, in fact, human speech activities based on its
internal mental process. As we can see, the mentioned purpose is equal to the purpose of cognitive-communicative paradigm in modern linguistics. The purpose, as
we can see, is completely identical to the purpose of cognitive and communicative
paradigm in modern linguistics. The combination of the notions of “cognitive” and
“discourse” based on the second hypostasis of discourse – text is slightly incorrect
methodologically because cognitive study of the text as a result of speech activity
requires not so much the analysis of the cognitive mechanisms that facilitate the
communication process but a reconstruction of mental abstractions that generate these mechanisms – concepts, frames, cognitive metaphors and the like. The
later contradicts the very notion of “discourse” to some extent which, in contrast
to the text, is open, unfinished, cyclic, indiscrete, processual, dynamic, i.e. such
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socio- and linguo-cultural phenomenon in which there is verbal communication in
a specific subject-content area (Prihodьko 2013, 196). Therefore, some linguists
realizing the redundancy of the term cognitive-discursive concerning cognitivecommunicative, abandoned the first term over time (e.g. Prihodьko 2013, 6). It is
clear that this concerns primarily paradigmatic status of the proclaimed cognitivediscursive paradigm. That is why I believe that it should not be defined as a
paradigm but as one of the promising areas of cognitive-communicative paradigm.
Furthermore, cognitive-communicative paradigm in linguistics has been already
more established terminologically and methodologically covering such linguistic areas as linguo-semiotics, linguo-philosophy, linguo-pragmatics, linguo-culturology,
linguo-conceptology, linguo-synergetics and others. However, none of these linguistic disciplines can be completely autonomous because they are interdisciplinary,
i.e. they use methodological developments of allied research areas. This resulted in
the beginning of XXI century intensive dissemination of interdisciplinary studies
both in Ukraine and the post-Soviet space. The commonality of these philological
works is a complex linguistic analysis of the object of study and systematization
and generalization of data from different sciences.

5. Methodological symbiosis of linguo-pragmatics and linguoconceptology in Ukraine: concept in discourse vs. discourse in concept
In the post-Soviet space within cognitive linguistics, which covers too broad research field, a new linguistic discipline emerged – linguo-conceptology. It was the
latter’s expansion into the realm of linguo-pragmatics that contributed greatly to
today’s dominant linguistic studies in Ukraine. They are being performed within
the cognitive-communicative (cognitive-discursive) approach. One could even point
to the formation of linguistic research schools in Kyiv (e.g. Potapenko 2009;
Slavova 2010), Kharkiv (Morozova 2008; Frolova 2009; Xevqenko 2004, 2015),
Odessa (e.g. Petlqenko 2009), Lviv (e.g. Kusьko 2001) and Zaporizhia (e.g.
Prihodьko 2013) where the central issue is the interaction between concept and
discourse.
The relevance of this approach to the study of concepts is determined by the
nature of discourse, its linguo-social and dynamic characteristics because discourse
is both an environment of localization of concepts, and the speech and mental
construct that affects their change and development. The essential framework for
the analysis of concepts, in the light of the relationship between cognition and
communication, is data verification through studying discursive manifestations of
the means that verbalize a concept based on the discourse analysis technique. This
allows researchers to examine both basic semantic peculiarities and associative
images reflecting all the stereotype knowledge, ideas, beliefs, images, estimates,
assumptions, prejudices, expectations and the like which are associated with the
phenomenon represented by a concept.
Therefore, it is logical that in terms of cognitive-communicative (cognitivediscursive) linguistic approach the most urgent and the most controversial issue
in modern Ukrainian linguistics is to define concept’s ontological essence, linguo-
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cultural significance, system organization and socio-cultural actualization which is
a basic unit not only in linguo-conceptology but also in linguo-cognitology. This
makes researchers focus on potential properties that are objectified in language
(system) and subjectified in speech (discourse). This is due to the fact that the
establishment and functioning of various types of concept systems is accompanied
by the formation and operation of the specific discourses. These two cognitive and
communicative processes enable native speakers to overcome difficulties related
to iso- and polymorphism, contradiction and inconsistency of the concepts and
discourses that already exist in their socioculture and those that are appearing.
These processes also identify the logics of transitions from one concept to another,
removing some concepts with the help of others and building new concept systems
based on those that already exist.
Thus, linguists in Ukraine do not doubt the fact that concepts are a specific
cognitive standard in discourse, texts and genres organization, i.e. they are the
basis of cognitive modeling of socio-discursive spaces. Discourse is usually interpreted within three levels of representation: speech (form), sociocultural (content)
and communicative-pragmatic (function) (Prihodьko 2013, 196–200). Sociocultural level directly correlates with the environment of communication, outlining
communicative-pragmatic discourse organization which is interacted with the mode
and style of communication. However, socio-cultural and communicative-pragmatic
levels are projected in the language level which “provides building blocks” for verbal discourse.
In other words, the discourse is a complex cognitive-communicative construct
which embraces three basic factors (registers) of communication: environment,
modus (mode) and communication style. These factors mainly determine a taxonomy of discourses in a particular language culture (subculture). In modern
Ukrainian linguistics the most important aspect is the study of discourses of professional strata (politics, economics, law, sport etc.), corporate and subcultural
strata (bank, religion, terrorism, crimes, etc.), common discourses (family, youth,
children etc.), discourses of virtual communication (fairy tales, computers etc.) and
some specific discourses (advertisement, elections, leisure, celebrations and others).
It should be emphasized that the concept analysis in the framework of cognitivediscursive approach is not only semantic analysis of a concept and other nominative
units that represent it (definitional, etymological, parts of speech, synonymic and
antonymous analysis etc.) but also data verification through studying discursive
manifestations of the means that verbalize a concept. The reason for this is the fact
that the results that the researcher can obtain after performing traditional methods of lexical units analysis that represent the concept in lexicographical sources
is not sufficient enough to examine a concept’s structure within that approach.
Therefore, the data should be verified through studying means that verbalize a
concept in a variety of discursive contexts. It includes different discursive techniques, particularly a method of cognitive interpretation of meaning that engages
explicature, implicature, and presupposition of discourse which allows predicting
an interpreter’s inferences. In discourse a unit of language which objectifies a concept is not only a form that fixes knowledge about the world but also knowledge
about a man’s inner world, values, intentions, and goals, related to consciousness,
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i.e. discursive approach allows examining a subject of discourse’s individual concept
system.
It is noteworthy that communication codes of human language underlie cognitive principles of communication, which is a phenomenon of the neuro-cognitive
level. However, the use of coding systems (grammatical, phonetic, prosodic, etc.)
depends on the context. It is the context of discourse that defines what a pragmatic focus is directed toward, how speech acts are realized (directly or indirectly),
schemes and scenarios of their implementation, as well as a sequence of the speech
acts (steps) in the discourse. This way, the study of specific characteristics of the
cognitive concept GOD in the world view of British people in different historical
periods (Polina 2003) made it possible to detect the dependency between cognitive characteristics of the concept and a potential set of speech acts which might
have it. The analysis of a large amount of English material has confirmed the presence of historical changes in this concept affecting its frame structures in general
and the frequency of individual slots of the concept and their content. Ukrainian
linguists have also found out that certain types of discourse can be studied as a
result of the interaction between cognitive and communicative components. For
example, deliberate conflict speech interaction comes about as the result of violations of socio-cultural norms and cognitive scheme that enhances the integration
of social and cognitive levels of analysis of such interaction. Here, at the cognitive
level it is important to take into account the sender’s and recipient’s cognitive
dissonance of the discourse (Frolova 2009).
In this regard it should be emphasized that discourse units – speech acts –
are interpreted not in isolation but along with cognitive (mental) processes which
precede their utterance. Consequently, the use of concept analysis is promising for
the classification of speech acts for two reasons (Xevqenko 2004, 203–204):
1. this helps to determine such important indicators of a speech act as performative verbs. For example, Ukrainian researchers, who explored the concepts
WILL / DESIRE, ANGER, FEAR and others, have described a group of
performative verbs for directives, expressives and the like;
2. identifying a dominant type of information in the statement (cognitive or
social-regulatory) is one of the criteria that allows distinguishing metacommunication from other types of communication, to designate phatic metadiscourse and its unit, namely an appropriate speech act.
A close methodological connection between the notions “concept” and “discourse”
within cognitive-discursive area of linguistics allows to distinguish two types of
concept relevant discourses (closed and open) and two discourse relevant types of
concepts (mono- and polydiscursive) (Prihodьko 2013, 203):
1. closed and open discourses are differentiated according to their ability to
borrow concepts which are inherent to a particular discourse, and their ability to “lend” their concepts to another discourse. The most open discourses
are, for instance, political advertising, family, and the least open are official,
scientific, religious;
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2. monodiscursive and polydiscursive concepts are distinguished according to
their abilities to be used preferably their indifferently in this or that discourse. Accordingly, the first ones are called discourse preferable concepts
and the second ones – discourse indifferent.
This division of discourses into closed and open, and concepts into mono- and
polydiscursive is characterized by a quantitative asymmetry, i.e. by a small number of closed discourses in the linguo-culture compared to the large number of
open ones and, therefore, a small number of monodiscursive concepts compared
to the prevailing majority of polydiscursive ones. Most obviously, this fact can be
explained by non-rigid contours of sociocultural communication space in which a
creative speaker wants to go beyond norms and conventions in his speech by using different strategies and tactics of cognitive verbal information. However, the
cognitive-communicative asymmetry can prevent a concept from functioning in one
type of discourse of a specific communi-cation. This causes the concept to transit
another discourse (e.g., the transition of monodiscursive concepts in polydiscursive
ones and vice versa). Hence, outer extrapolation of concepts is not only a symmetrical relation to the communication environment under the principle “a specific
concept – an appropriate discourse” because the same concept can be a part of the
information field of several discourses, and the same discourse normally appeals to
several concepts.
Ukrainian researchers argue (e.g. Prihodьko 2013, 205–206) that consideration of two basic categories of cognitive-communicative paradigm in linguistics –
concept and discourse – in the light of their methodological tandem enables to
study them at least from two research perspectives:
1. analysis of a discourse based on the appeal to different concepts;
2. study of a concept through appealing to different discourses (this perspective
is not always seen in studies of Ukrainian scholars; they often analyze one
concept in one discourse).
Taking into account the above mentioned ideas of a strictly fixed correspondence
between the discourse and concept, linguists argue for dualism in the conceptual
organization of discourse which, in fact, defines two vectors of cognitive-discursive
research:
1. discourse-centered (from discourse to concept);
2. concept-centered (from concept to discourse).
Thus, the vector “from concept to discourse” is methodologically based on the fact
that both the concept and the conceptual field in which it is realized, is characterized by cognitive-semantic selectivity regarding possibilities of its actualization
in a particular discourse. That means the ability or inability of a concept to be
combined with a similar concept in the process of speech production. This makes
the same concept dominate in a discourse and be indifferent compared with the
other. However, a vast majority of concepts do not belong to one discourse only,
they can function in two, three or more discourses.
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It is the preferable use of certain concepts in a particular discourse that forms
the latter’s cognitive map, i.e. every discourse can form its own conceptual system
which consists of configurations of various concepts. The selection and combination of these concepts depend on a lot of factors: speech intentions, a structure
of relationships “addresser – addressee”, agents’ coding techniques and customers’
decoding competence in discourse. Such conceptual configurations create specific,
often a unique mental-informational portrait of a discourse which depends on the
type of logical-semantic parallels between a discourse and a concept. In this sense,
discourse is a set of appeals to different concepts which determines their selection and their actualization according to its typological identity as a sociocultural marked product of communication. Segments of conceptual fields serve as a
cognitive-semantic resource for discursive and conceptual selection.
An influence that a particular discourse has on a concept, i.e. a discursive
subjectivation of a concept, no matter whether it is represented by the whole social
community or an individual representative (speaker), demonstrates its diverse and
vast associative potential, which is caused by two synergistic factors:
1. a concept’s features and peculiarities are always richer than those represented by the subject that appeals to it;
2. a concept is exposed to constant reflection of discourse agents. That is why
it gains new properties, characteristics and qualities and undergoes regular
modifications in consequence of permanent mental-verbal activity of discourse agents and clients.
The existence of a typology of concepts which directly correlates with the criterion
of “objectivity–subjectivity” (i.e. social, personal, national and universal concepts),
methodologically enables recognition of the fact that these mental constructs function in the context of different types of consciousness – common, scientific, official,
art and others. Therefore, analysis of discourses (contexts) is a prerequisite for
exploring peculiarities of a word. It is almost impossible to examine this specificity
of all kinds of discourses, genres, texts and contexts, but it can be modeled on the
appropriate methodological grounds.
Realization of a concept in discourse is usually based on its two inherent options:
1. paradigmatic (a set of features which are formed naturally, i.e. without any
deliberate influence of a social institution);
2. syntagmatic (a result of intentional actions aimed at the creation of a new
profile). The main methods of syntagmatic modification of a concept is
stereotyping through constant repetitions, manipulation of meaning and regulation of usage.
It is important to emphasize that the establishment of situational specificity of
discursive configurations of concepts within the regime, environment and communication style is methodologically valid for synchronic research. But discourse is a
“live” communicative phenomenon, so in its progressive dynamics it develops according to objective laws of nature, society and thinking. These constantly specify,
modify and alter both concept, and their discursive dispositions.
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This understanding of concept and discourse on the background of their methodological synergies within cognitive-communicative (cognitive-discursive) approach
makes it possible for today’s Ukrainian linguists to solve a wide range of current
linguistic issues. Thus, Olena Morozova (Morozova 2005) proposes an integrative
approach to the study of lingual aspects of lie (concept LYING) in the English
language. Its methodological basis is a cognitive-discursive perspective of the linguistic knowledge. The researcher considers lie as cognitive-communicative entity
that exists in both lingual and discursive spaces. This approach made it possible
to find out that the concept LYING connects existential spaces of lie. The concept
here is understood as an event in which the language sign acquires its meaning.
It is a unity of static (classification and structural) and dynamic (identification)
modus. This understanding of the concept LYING was used as methodological basis that allowed the researcher to determine a unit that realizes lie in the discourse
(a discourse seme of lie), to model the concept as frame and prototype structures,
to show principles that underlie conceptual categories of lie, to create a phase
model of the situation of lie and a configuration model of false statement. The last
model illustrates an internal shape, cognitive and communicative content of false
statements.
A somewhat different methodological way was performed by Laryssa Kompantseva (Kompanceva 2008) where the author has attempted to combine cognitivepragmatic approach and linguo-cultural. This polyparadigmatic study aims to explore constitutive components of the Internet communication, i.e. to determine the
principles of formation of genre system, to reveal verbal representation of important
concepts, to identify the basis for the formation of new signs of a lingual individual,
language picture of the world and to describe terminology of the Internet communication. The researcher defines the phenomenon of the Internet communication
as an interactive interpersonal communication two main aspects of which need to
be examined – cognitive-pragmatic and linguo-cultural, as these research areas allow exploring the Internet communication simultaneously in different paradigms
of linguistics.

6.

Conclusion

This article provides the methodological basis for cognitive-communicative (linguodidactics), cognitive-communicative (linguistics) and cognitive-discursive research
areas. First two areas have the same name but they belong to different fields of
knowledge. That is why this study does not focus on cognitive-communicative
approach in linguo-didactics. The last two areas, which emerged at the turn
of the 20th and 21st centuries due to the dissemination of ideas from linguopragmatics and cognitive linguistics, are of great concern to us because they
are the most topical in Ukraine. Moreover, they are referred to a separate
paradigm by some Ukrainian linguists that appears to be especially pretentious. It is the last fact that makes the author argue against paradigmatic status of the cognitive-discursive paradigm and consider it to be a part of the
cognitive-communicative paradigm. The theoretical and methodological framework
for cognitive-communicative (cognitive-discursive) area in linguistics is the under-
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standing of cognition based on human experience and the acceptance of conceptual
sphere’s system nature, lingual consciousness and speech. Therefore, this area focuses on an integrated study of mental and communicative processes and it involves
a wide range of methods and techniques of cognitive linguistics and pragmatics as
well as allied research areas.
The study shows that in modern Ukrainian philology the methodological symbiosis of linguo-pragmatics and linguo-conceptology is of great importance because
discourse is an environment where concepts are located, a means of their realization
and the factor that effects their changes and development. The essential framework
for the analysis of concepts, in the light of this approach, is the verification of the
data through studying the discursive manifestations of the means, which verbalize
the concept. This involves discourse analysis techniques.
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Rezme
V зtoi statьe rassmotrena metodologiqeska baza treh nauqnyh napravlenii – kognitivno-kommunikativnogo (lingvodidaktika), kognitivno-kommunikativnogo (lingvistika) i kognitivno-diskursivnogo, kotorye voznikli v rezulьtate neobhodimosti izuqeni vzaimodeistvi kognitivnyh mehanizmov qeloveka v ego reqevoi praktike. Зta
neobhodimostь stala aktualьnoi v Ukraine na rubeжe HH i HH vekov v svzi s
rasprostraneniem idei lingvopragmatiki i kognitivnoi lingvistiki. V predelah kognitivnoi lignvistiki, kotora ohvatyvaet slixkom xirokoe issledovatelьskoe pole,
vydelilasь so vremenem na postsovetskom prostranstve nova zykovedqeska disciplina – lingvokonceptologi. Imenno metodologiqeskii simbioz lingvokonceptologii
i lingvopragmatiki sposobstvoval tomu, qto v nastowee vrem v Ukraine dominirut zykovedqeskie studii, vypolnennye v rusle kognitivno-kommunikativnogo (kognitivno-diskursivnogo) podhoda.
V dannom issledovanii ustanovleno, qto cennostь kognitivno-diskursivnogo podhoda v issledovanii konceptov opredelets samoi prirodoi prebyvani konceptov,
sredstvom ih realizacii, i tem faktorom, kotoryi vliet na ih izmenenie i razvitie.
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Obzatelьnoi predposylkoi analiza konceptov skvozь prizmu зtogo podhoda vlets
verifikaci poluqennyh dannyh izuqeniem osobennostei diskursivnyh realizacii sredstv verbalizacii koncepta s oporoi na metodiki diskurs-analiza, qto pozvolet ustanovitь kak ego bazovye semantiqeskie priznaki, tak i associativno obraznye, kotorye
otobraжat vse stereotipizirovannye znani, predstavleni, verovani, obrazy, ottenki, predpoloжeni, predubeжdeni, oжidani i t. p., associiruemye s fenomenom,
predstavlennym konceptom.
Vyvleno, qto s toqki zreni kognitivno-kommunikativnogo (kognitivno-diskursivnogo) lingvistiqeskogo podhoda samoi aktualьnoi i naibolee diskussionnoi problemoi sovremennogo ukrainskogo zykoznani vlets ustanovlenie ontologiqeskoi
suwnosti, lingvokulьturnoi znaqimosti, sistemnoi organizacii i sociodiskursivnoi
aktualizacii bazovoi edinicy ne tolьko lingvokonceptologii, no takжe lingvokognitologii i lingvokulturologii – koncepta, qto predusmatrivaet akcentirovanie
vnimani na potencialьnyh i realizacionnyh svoistvah, kotorye obъektiviruts v
zyke (sisteme) i subъektiviruts v reqi (diskurse). Зto svzano s tem, qto obrazovanie i funkcionirovanie konceptosistem raznogo tipa proishodit parallelьno s
obrazovaniem i funkcionirovaniem sootvetstvuwego diskursa. Зto dva kognitivnokommunikativnye processa dat vozmoжnostь nositel zyka preodolevatь trudnosti, svzannye s izo- i polimorfizmom, protivoreqiem i neposledovatelьnostь teh
konceptov i diskursov, kotorye uжe suwestvut v sociokulьture, i teh, qto tolьko
povlts. Зti жe processy opredelt takжe logiku perehodov ot odnogo koncepta
k drugomu, vyvedenie odnih konceptov s pomowь drugih i postroenie novyh konceptosistem na osnove teh, kotorye uжe suwestvut.
Dokazano, qto osobennostь konceptnogo analiza v rusle kognitivno-diskursivnogo
podhoda estь ne tolьko semantiqeskii analiz imeni issleduemogo koncepta i drugih
nominativnyh edinic, kotorye ego predstavlt (definicionnyi i зtimologiqeskii
analizy, ustanovlenie sinonimiqeskogo i antonimiqeskogo rdov i t. p.), no i verifikaci poluqennyh dannyh putem izuqeni specifiki diskursivnyh realizacii sredstv
verbalizacii koncepta. Зto svzano s tem, qto rezulьtaty, kotorye issledovatelь
moжet poluqitь s pomowь tradicionnyh metodik analiza znaqeni leksem, kotorye
predstavlt koncept v leksikografiqeskih istoqnikah, pri зtom podhode vlts
nedostatoqnymi dl izuqeni struktury koncepta. Poзtomu зti dannye dolжny verificirovatьs issledovaniem aktualizacii sredstv verbalizacii koncepta v raznoobraznyh diskursivnyh kontekstah s ispolьzovaniem diskursivnih metodik, v qastnosti
metodiki kognitivnoi interpretacii znaqeni, s pomowь kotoroi moжno identificirovatь зksplikatury, implikatury, presupozicii diskursa, qto daet vozmoжnostь prognozirovatь inferencii interpretatora. Edinica zyka, kotora obъektiviruet koncept, funkcioniruet v diskurse ne tolьko kak forma fiksacii znanii o vnexnem
mire, no i znanii o vnutrennem mire qeloveka, ego ocenki, ustanovki, celi, kotorye
svzanny s detelьnostь soznani, to estь diskursivnyi podhod delaet vozmoжnym
vyhod na individualьnu konceptnu sistemu subъekta diskursa.

